UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

A

• Accounting (ACCTG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/acctg)
• Aerospace Engineering (AERSP) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/aersp)
• African American Studies (AFAM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/afam)
• African Studies (AFR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/af)
• Agribusiness Management (AGBM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/agbm)
• Agricultural and Extension Education (AEE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/aee)
• Agricultural Science (AGSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/agsc)
• Agricultural Systems Management (ASM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/asm)
• Agriculture (AG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ag)
• Agroecology (AGECO) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ageco)
• Agronomy (AGRO) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/agro)
• Air Force (AIR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/air)
• American Studies (AMST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/amst)
• Animal Science (ANSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ansc)
• Anthropology (ANTH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/anth)
• Applied Linguistics (APLNG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/aplng)
• Applied Youth, Family and Community Education (AYFCE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ayfce)
• Arabic (ARAB) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/arab)

B

• Behavioral Sciences - CA (BESC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/besc)
• Biobehavioral Health (BBH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/bbh)
• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (BMB) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/bmb)
• Biological Engineering (BE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/be)
• Biological Science (BISC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/bisc)
• Biology (BIOL) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/biol)
• Biomedical Engineering (BME) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/bme)
• Biomedical Engineering Technology (BE_T) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/be_t)
• Biorenewable Systems (BRS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/brs)
• Biotechnology (BIOTC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/biotech)
• Business Administration (BA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/BA)
• Business Law (BLAW) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/blaw)

C

• Chemical Engineering (CHE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/che)
• Chemistry (CHEM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/chem)
• Child Maltreatment and Advocacy Studies (CMAS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cmas)
• Chinese (CHNS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/chns)
• Civic and Community Engagement (CIVCM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/civcm)
• Civil Engineering (CE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ce)
• Civil Engineering Technology (CET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cet)
• Classics and Ancient Mediterranean Studies (CAMS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cams)
• College Student Affairs (CSA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/csa)
• Commonwealth College (CWC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cwc)
• Communication Arts and Sciences (CAS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cas)
• Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/csd)
• Communications (COMM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/comm)
• Community Environment and Development (CED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ced)
• Comparative Literature (CMLIT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cmlit)
• Complementary Alternative Medicine (CAM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cam)
• Computer Engineering (CMPEH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cmpeh)
• Computer Engineering (CMPEN) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cmpen)
• Computer Engineering Technology - CA (CMPET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cmpet)
• Computer Science (CMPSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cmpsc)
• Corporate Communication (CC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cc)
• Counselor Education (CNEED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cned)
• Criminal Justice (CRIMJ) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/crimj)
• Criminology (CRIM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/crim)
• Curriculum and Instruction (CI) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ci)
• Cybersecurity Analytics and Operations (CYBER) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cyber)

D
• Dance (DANCE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/dance)
• Data Sciences (DS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ds)
• Dietetic Food Systems Management (DSM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/dsm)
• Digital Media, Arts, and Technology (DIGIT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/digit)
• Digital Multimedia Design (DMD) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/dmd)

E
• Earth and Mineral Sciences (EMSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/emsc)
- Environmental Studies (ENVST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/envst)
- Environmental Systems Engineering (ENVSE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/envse)

- Finance (FIN) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fin)
- Financial Services (FNSV) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fnsv)
- First-Year Seminar (CAP) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/cap)
- Food Science (FDSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fdsc)
- Food Systems (FDSYS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fdsys)
- Forensic Arts (FRNAR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/frnar)
- Forensic Science (FRNSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/frns)
- Forest Technology (FORT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fort)
- Forestry (FOR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/for)
- French (FR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fr)
- Fuel Science (FSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/fsc)

- Gaming (GAME) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/game)
- Geography (GEOG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/geog)
- Geosciences (GEOSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/geosc)
- German (GER) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ger)
- Global and International Studies (GLIS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/glis)
- Graphic Design (GD) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/gd)
- Greek (GREEK) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/greek)

- Health - CA (HLTH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hlth)
- Health and Human Development (HHD) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hhd)
- Health Policy and Administration (HPA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/pha)
- Hebrew (HEBR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hebr)

- Higher Education (HIED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hied)
- Hindi (HINDI) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hindi)
- History (HIST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hist)
- Honors (HONOR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/honor)
- Horticulture (HORT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hort)
- Hospitality Management (HM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hm)
- Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Management (HRIM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hrim)
- Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hdfs)
- Humanities - CA (HUM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hum)
- Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/hss)

- Industrial Engineering (IE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ie)
- Industrial Engineering Technology (IET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/iet)
- Information Sciences and Technology (IST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ist)
- Integrative Arts (INART) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/inart)
- Interdisciplinary Science and Business (ISB) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/isb)
- International Agriculture (INTAG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/intag)
- International Business (IB) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ib)
- International Studies (INTST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/intst)
- Internship (INTSP) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/intsp)
- Italian (IT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/it)

- Japanese (JAPNS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/japns)
- Jewish Studies (JST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/jst)

- Kinesiology (KINES) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/kines)
- Korean (KOR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/kor)
L

- Labor and Employment Relations (LER) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ler)
- Landscape Architecture (LARCH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/larch)
- Language and Literacy Education (LLED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/led)
- Languages (Less Commonly Taught) (LANG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/lang)
- Latin (LATIN) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/latin)
- Latina/o Studies (LTNST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/tnst)
- Learning Design and Technology (LDT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ldt)
- Liberal Arts (LA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/la)
- Library Studies (LST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/lst)
- Linguistics (LING) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ling)

M

- Management (MGMT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mgmt)
- Management Information Systems (MIS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mis)
- Marketing (MKTG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mktg)
- Materials Engineering Technology (MAET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/maet)
- Materials Science and Engineering (MATSE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/matse)
- Mathematics (MATH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/math)
- Mathematics Education (MTHED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mthed)
- Mechanical Engineering (ME) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/me)
- Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/met)
- Mechanical Technology (MCHT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mcht)
- Medieval Studies (MEDVL) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/medvl)
- Meteorology (METEO) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/meteo)
- Microbiology (MICRB) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/micrb)
- Mineral Processing (MNPR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mnpr)
- Mining (MNG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mng)
- Mining Technology (MNGT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/mngt)
- Music (MUSIC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/music)
- Music-Brass (BRASS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/brass)
- Music-Keyboard (KEYBD) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/keybd)
- Music-Percussion (PERCN) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/percn)
- Music-Strings (STRNG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/strng)
- Music-Voice (VOICE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/voice)
- Music-Woodwinds (WWNDS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wwnds)

N

- Naval Science (NAVSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/navsc)
- Nuclear Engineering (NUCE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/nuce)
- Nursing (NURS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/nurs)
- Nutrition (NUTR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/nutr)
- Occupational Therapy (OT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ot)
- Organizational Leadership (OLEAD) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/olead)

P

- Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering (PNG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/png)
- Philosophy (PHIL) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/phil)
- Photography (PHOTO) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/photo)
- Physical Therapy (PT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/pt)
- Physics (PHYS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/phys)
- Plant (PLANT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/plant)
- Plant Pathology and Environmental Microbiology (PPEM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ppe)
- Plastics Engineering Technology - BC (PLET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/plet)
- Polish (POL) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/pol)
- Political Science (PLSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/plsc)
• Portuguese (PORT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/port)
• PSU First-Year Seminar (PSU) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/psu)
• Psychology (PSYCH) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/psych)
• Psychology - CA (PSYC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/psych)
• Public Policy - CA (PUBPL) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/pubpl)

R
• Radiological Sciences (RADSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/radsc)
• Railroad Transportation Engineering (RTE) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rte)
• Recreation, Park, and Tourism Management (RPTM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rptm)
• Rehabilitation and Human Services (RHS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rhs)
• Religious Studies (RLST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rlst)
• Risk Management (RM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rm)
• Rural Sociology (RSOC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rsoc)
• Russian (RUS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/rus)

S
• School of Science Engineering and Technology (SSET) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sset)
• Science (SC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sc)
• Science Education (SCIED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/scied)
• Science, Technology, and Society (STS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sts)
• Security and Risk Analysis (SRA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sra)
• Slavic (SLAV) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/slav)
• Social Data Analytics (SODA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/soda)
• Social Science (SOSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sosc)
• Social Studies Education (SSED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ssed)
• Sociology (SOC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/soc)
• Software Engineering (SWENG) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sweng)
• Soil Science (SOILS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/soils)
• Spanish (SPAN) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/span)
• Special Education (SPLED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/spled)
• Statistics (STAT) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/stat)
• Supply Chain Management (SCM) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/scm)
• Surveying (SUR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sur)
• Sustainability (SUST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/sust)
• Swahili (SWA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/swa)

T
• Temporary Education Abroad Registration (EDAB) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/edab)
• Theatre (THEA) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/thea)
• Turfgrass (TURF) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/turf)

U
• Ukrainian (UKR) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/ukr)

V
• Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences (VBSC) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/vbsc)

W
• Wildlife (WILDL) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wildl)
• Wildlife and Fisheries Science (WFS) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wfs)
• Women’s Studies (WMNST) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wmnst)
• Wood Products (WP) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wp)
• Workforce Education and Development (WFED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wfed)
• World Languages Education (WLED) (http://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/undergraduate/wled)